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Introduction

Ammonium salts exhibit rich structural polyntorphism induced by the different
ordering of NH4 groups in crystalline lattices [1]. Anharmonic effects due to fast
reorientation of ammonium ions make it difficult to study lattice dynamics of
disordered, and even of ordered phases, above ca. 100 K. Solid solutions of ammonium
and potassium halides form different solid phases of ammonium halides depending on
the ammonium concentration which are possible to be frozen to liquid helium
temperatures. This permits studies of the harmonic dynamics of disordered crystals,
ordering effects and of quantum mechanic effects on the excitations of NE4 groups.

Ammonium halides demonstrate a series of structural phase transitions: a-A- in
NH4C1, a-0-y-8 in NH4Br and a-0-y in N41 II]. The a- and 0-phases have a cubic
crystal structure of the NaCl and CsCl type, respectively, with disordered ammonium
ions. In the a-phase the NH4 tetrahedron is octahedrally coordinated by the surrounding
halogen ions. It is generally believed that NH4 ions adopt the C3, Symmetry of the site,
where three of the hydrogen atoms are directed toward the halogen anions, while the
fourth points towards one of the face centre of the octahedron. The cubic symmetry of
this phase is stabilised by fast reorientations of the NE4 group among eight symmetry
equivalent positions. In the P-phase the N114 groups reorient between two energetically
equivalent orientations within a cube constituted by the surrounding halogen anions 2].
Transitions from disordered to ordered phases are determined by competitions of direct
octopole-octopole interactions of ammonium ions and indirect interactions of halide
ions via polarisation. The direct interaction favours the ferroelectric state, while the
indirect one tends to the antiferroelectric state of ammonium orientations in the ordered
phases 3). The existence of the dipole moment = 14 D for ammonium ions in the a-
phase of the K-,,(NH4),,l mixed crystals was detected by dielectric spectroscopy 4].

Presently, K-.(NH4)xl mixed salts attract increasing interest because of their
low-temperature orientational glass (OG) phase. At low temperatures and 0.3<x<x,, the
OG phase with an anfifeffoelectric short range order of NH4 ions has a cubic structure of
the a-phase of the NaCl ype. Above the critical ammonium concentration x, estimated
between x = 072 and 082, there occurs a phase transition from NaCl- to CsCl-type
structure [5). More recent dielectric and structural studies 6,7) of the x-T phase diagram
of Ki.,,(NH4),,I indicate the presence of different phases of gi, g2 and in the
concentration range 0. 17<x<0.55 and of the E-, 0- and y-phases; in the concentration
region 0.55<x<1.0.

The a-phase of potassium halides doped with ammonium of low concentration
was used to study the rotation tunneffing of NH4 ions [8-1 1 ]. These investigations have

shown that the tunnelling transitions of amonium ions can be satisfactorily described
by the single ion approximation [8]. With increasing ammonium concentration the
collective behaviour starts to arise due to an increasing role of the ammonium-
ammonium interaction 9101. It is suggested that the tunnelling excitations are
suppressed by the formation of the glass phase in K.,,(NH4)j mixed crystals 9]. The
temperature study shows a continuous transition from quantum (T < K) to classical
mode (T 20 K) of reorientational motion 8,91 A model of rotational tunnelling states
in the energy range up to meV has been proposed for the doped NH4 ions in a KBr
crystal [I I



An NS study of the dipolar glass KI.,,(NH4).[ at 20K in the concentration range
0.05<x<0.7 has demonstrated the existence of three distinct inelastic features at ca. 10.
21 and 31 meV 121. Our neutron scattering investigations of K.,(NH4),,l mixed sails
show an additional band at ca. 25 meV II 3141.

In this paper we present the results obtained for the a-phase of Ko.95(NH4)(.(.',Br
and Ko.95(NH4)oosCI mixed salts together with the results of our study of the NH4
concentration effect on ammonium dynamics in K.,,(NH4)xl mixed salts and on the
disorder-to-order phase transition at IO K.

Experimental results

The investigated potassium-ammonium mixed crystals were prepared by the
evaporation of corresponding stoichiornetric aqueous solutions under a pressure of ca.
10 Pa at room temperature. The powdered samples were dried for a few hours t SWC at
ambient pressure before the neutron scattering experiment. Neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) and inelastic incoherent neutron scattering NS) spectra were measured
simultaneously by the time-of-flight method with the high-resolution spectrometer
NERA f 151 at the IBR-2 pulsed reactor. NPD spectra were measured at four scattering
angles: 45', 69, 135' and 144', and 11NS spectra were measured at fifteen scattering
angles from 20' to 160'. The energy of the incoming neutrons was time-of-flight
analysed on a 109 m flight path from reactor core to sample. In the case of inelastic
scattering, the energy of the scattered neutrons was fixed by a beryllium filter and
pyrolitic graphite analysers.

The NPD spectra allow us to check the phase of the investigated samples and
study the concentration and temperature dependence of lattice parameters. As an
example, the NPD spectra of Kl.,(NH4).l at 1 K measured at the scattering angle 35"
are presented in Fig. 1. Strong reflections from the aluminium walls of the cryostat at
lattice distances between d = 233 and 202 A. were cut off. The structural phase
transition from disorder a to ordered y-phase is clearly sen in the NPD spectra. The
lattice parameters and the volume per formula unit calculated from these NPD spectra
are presented in Fig.2.

A comparison of INS spectra (summed over 15 scattering angles) of
K0.95(NH4)0.05BT mixed salt obtained at 290, 80 and 1 K with [INS spectrum of KBr at
80 K presented in Fig. 3 allows us to conclude about ammonium excitations in the
disordered a-phase. The HNS spectrum measured at 290 K versus the wavelength of
incoming neutrons testifies to a wide energy distribution of ammonium excitations in
the range from ca. I A to the position of the elastic peak at 415 A. The quasielastic
neutron scattering QNS) wings observed around the elastic peak, which indicate a fast
stochastic reorientation of NH4 groups. narrow with decreasing temperature. The
spectrum at 80 K, shows the peaks corresponding to the librational and translational
excitations of ammonium (at neutron wavelength of ca. 145 and 165 A, respectively)
above the band of lattice vibration of KBr crystal, whose cut-off energy corresponds to
the incoming neutrons wavelength of ca. 2 A. In the range of KBr lattice vibrations, the
HNS spectrum of Ko.9.,(NH4)oo5Br mixed crystal at 10 K shows two additional
excitations at ca. 24 and 35 A.
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The arnpli(ude weighted phonon densities of state GO) calculated fom these
IINS Sectra in the one-phonon incoherent scattering approximation 115.161 are
presented in Fig. 4 Four distinct bands. which correspond to excitations of ammonium
ions in the disorder a-phase of K,)5(NH4)o.(,5Br, are clearly observed at 10 K. Two of
them located inside the phonon spectrum of KBr are usually called the resonant modes.
These modes at about 20 and 80 cm" are related to rotational tunnelling excitations
18.10 ad librations of ammonium ions around the dipolar axis 1121. respectively. The
modes localised at about 200 and 300 cm". correspond to translational and librational
Vibrations (perpendicular to the dipolar axis) of amonium ions. respectively. These
t%%o odes were observed for the ordered phase of NH4Br a( ca. 161 and 343 cm".
respectively 1 7 .

The temperature dependence of the amplitude weighted phonon density of states
Go)) for a Kw),(NH4)((qCl ixed crystal is presented in Fig. 5. The lattice vibrations of
KCI are quite intense in (he G(to) spectrum of K4,,)3(NHs),,(,5Cl because of a relatively
Inch scattering cross-section of chlorine atonis. The low frequency resonant od of
ammonium at ca. 20 cm" is strong at 10 K. Te second resonant mode is lost in a high
background of potassium loride lattice vibrations and should be seen a( a higher
ammonium concentration. The localised tranlational and librational odes are well
expressed at ca. 230 and 340 cm". The energies of te corresponding modes in the
ordered phase of NH4Cl were observed at ca. 180 and 395 c". rspectively 5 .

We have investigated ammonium-potassium idide in a wide range of
concentrations 0.0<x<LO) and temperatures 10-290 K) 113.14). The results of or
IINS studies of Ki.,(NH,,),[ solid solutions at K are presented in Fig. 6 The w)
spectra for the disorder a-phase within an entire concentration range of 0.05<x<O.(-A)
show four distinct ammonium excitations at ca. 20. 70. 175 and 250 c n' The
bandwidth of these excitations is broader than (he resolution function of the
spectrometer. The Gw) spectra of the y-phase only display localised ammonium
excitations. The hands at ca. 150 and 300 cm" marked as v5 and v6 correspond to
translational and hormonal phonon excitations of NH4 groups in the crystals
respectively. The [INS spectra of the ordered phases of ammonium halides measured at
low temperatures also display higher energy bands corresponding to the v5+vt,
combination band and 2V6 overtone excitations. They are very weak in the GM spectra
of the disorder a-phase. The v6 mode is the most intense band in the Gto) spectra of the
y-phase and its width is close to the resolution of the NERA spectrometer. This mode
becomes much broader and weaker in the a-phase and its energy changes from ca. M)
to ca. 250 cm". which corresponds to a jump-like increase in the volume per formula
unit at order-disorder phase transition. The average energy of tanslational phonons for
the disorder a-phase slightly decreases as the lattice expands due to increasing
ammonium concentration (see Fig. 2. The G(w) for these excitations is not disturbed
much by the a to y-phase transition.

The excitation at ca.70 cm" is interpreted as corresponding to ibrations of
ammonium ions around the dipolar axis if it is assumed hat tetrahedral ammonium ions
adopt the C3v symmetry site in an octahedral halogen cage 1121. The energy of this
excitation slightly increases with increasing concen(ration of mmonium in mixed salts
in spite of lattice expansion.
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It seems that the broad resonant mode at ca. 20 c" observed in our
investigations of mixed potassium-ammonium halides corresponds to unnelling
transitions of ammonium tetrahedron in an octahedral field of halogen ions. At low
concentrations (x<0.01) and temperatures (T<5K) these transitions are observed as
sharp lines in IINS spectra I I. With increasing concentration and temperature these
excitations broaden and spread out. In our case (T=10 K and 0.05<x<0.6). low energy
excitations convolute with the NERA spectrometer resolution function 1151 which is
similar to the gaussian with FWHM at ca. cm" if the energy transfer is ca. cm".
The "tunnelling transitions" in these conditions are observed as a broad band at ca. 20
CM'l whose maximum and width slightly increase with ammonium concentration. Our
recent temperature study of the sample K1.6.;(NH4)0ASI shows that the width of the band
at ca. 20 cm" increases with temperature and at about 30 - 40 K this band disappears
transfort-ning into wide quasielastic wings 1181.

Discussion and conclusions

The amplitude weighted phonon density of states Q9) of ammonium in the
NaCl type structure of potassium-ammonium halides was obtained over the entire
energy range of lattice vibrations of the ot-phase Amonium dynamics in this phase is
characterised by four distinct bands whose average energies are shown in Fig. 7 as a
function of the nitrogen-halogen distance. The average energies of translational vj) and
librational NO ammonium excitations in a low temperature ordered phases of the CsCl
type structure of ammonium halides are also marked for the sake of comparison in Fig. 7.
The transition from NaCI to CsCI type structure is related to an increase
of the nitrogen-halogen distance (in the cubic structure from a12 to &/2,
where a is the halogen-halogen distance). This means that the v5) translational modes
have higher energies in the a-phase than in the ordered phases of ammonium halides.
The (v() librational modes of ammonium ions are more affected by the geometry and
number of the surrounding halogen atoms that change from six in the octahedral
symmetry in the a-phase to eight in the cubic or tetragonal symmetry in the ordered
phases. The energies of librational modes in the ordered phases of ammonium halides
are higher than in the a-phase despite of larger nitrogen-halogen distances.

The existence of two additional bands at lower energies of ammonium
excitations in the ot-phase can be explained in terms of the so called "triple approach"
model, where tetrahedral ammonium ions adopt the C3, symmetry in the octahedral
surrounding of halogen ions. Three rotational degrees of freedom of the ammonium
tetrahedron having a triple degenerated F, character in the Oh symmetry site of the cubic
cell split into two modes of the E and A2 character, respectively, in the C3, symmetry
site. The double degenerated mode vE relates ammonium librations around the axes
perpendicular to the dipole moment along the C3, symmetry axis I 121 A low energy of
the VA mode implies very low potential barriers for ammonium librations around the Cv3
symmetry axis and strong splitting of the tunnelling states III]. Tunnelling s fectra are
very sensitive to the ammonium concentration and the lines below ca. 10 cm' collapse
completely into a quasi-elastic line at x = 028 19). The concentration dependencies of
higher frequency tunnelling transitions have not been investigated yet. A low energy
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band at ca. 20 cm" was observed in our spectra of the a-phase of KI.,,(NH4),,l mixed
salts over the whole concentration range 0.05<x<0.60.

The concentration dependencies of the average energies of ammonium
excitations in Kj.,(NI-I4),I mixed salts are presented in Fig. 8. According to recent
knowledge about the x-T phase diagram of Ki.,,(NH4),,l solid solutions, our samples of
ammonium-potassium iodide mixed suits at x = 06 and 0.8, should correspond to the 
and phases, respectively. The existence of a transition from NaCl type structure of the
e-phase 151 to CsCl type structure of the P-phase is confirmed by our NPD and [INS
spectra (see Figs. 12 and 6 An essential difference in ammonium dynamics is only
observed for these two different types of crystal lattices. The Qto) of the a-phase at 0
K looks quite similar over the whole concentration range 0.05<x<0.6. The local
distortions which break thefcc symmetry in glassy phases and a complex dipolar order
of the -phase seem to be less important than the simple concentration dependence of
the average energies of ammonium excitations. Therefore, it would be reasonable to
approximate the average energies of these excitations to a hypothetical a-phase of
ammonium iodide at low temperature. It would be interesting to calculate the lattice
dynamics of the a-phase with antiferroelectric ordering of ammonium ions or of the -
phase with complex dipolar ordering and compare them with the experimental Qw)
spectr presented in this paper. Te lattice dynamics calculations of the ordered phase of
ammonium chloride in a rigid molecule model 1191 explain satisfactorily the
experimental dispersion curves of ND4CI and the Qw) spectra of N144CL The lattice
dynamics model used in the study of the dispersion curves of ND4I in the a-phase at 296
K 120] could only explain the translational band in the Qw) spectra presented in Fig. 6.

The dipolar glass interactions similar to those in spin glasses are not expected to
change excitation energies but may influence their bandwidths 12]. The bandwidths of
the four distinct ammonium excitations in the a-phase of ammonium-potassium halides
are larger than the resolution function and they slightly increase with amonium
concentration for low energy resonant modes and for the translational mode but
decreases for the vF libradonal mode. It is difficult, however, to analyse them
qualitatively because we measure the density of states but not the width of a particular
excitation at well defined energy and momentum transfers. The concentration
dependencies of the average energies of ammonium excitations in the a-phase of the
KI.,,(NH4),,I solid solutions can be seen in Fig. 8. The average energies of low frequency
resonant modes increase with ammonium concentration in contrast to lattice expansion.
It means that the direct ammonium-ammonium interaction affects the potential barrier
hindering the rotations about the C3, dipolar axis.
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Fig. 4 The amplitude weighted phonon density of states G(o)) for potassium bromide at
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HaTKaHeu H., CMHpHOB R. C., LUYBa)IOB R A. E 14-2002-284
RHHaMHKa aMOHH9 B pa3ynopnAoqeHHOf a4a3e
K I-, NH4),Y (Y = Cl, Br, 1).
McnewuHHe nomoLubio pacceAHH.%1 HeRTPOHOB

C nMOUtb1O HefiTpOHH0fi npOWKOBOf1 H4)paKUHH H HeynpyrorO HeK0repeHTH0ro aC-

ce2HHA He"HOB HcciieaosaHO B)IHAHHe TemnepaTypb H KOHueHTpaLtHH Ha napameTpbi pe-

tUeM H amruurryaHo-83BeweHHy1O rU[OTHOCTb )OHOHHEJX COCMHHfi B cmewaHHbix ojmx am-
MOHHeBO-Ka3HeBbIX ranoreHHAOB. B pa3ynopaAotieHHOfi a-CoaW (THna NaCI) HHbi aMOHHA

cowptuaw 6bicTpyio coxacTHqeCKyio nepeOpHeHTaUH1O CO CKOPOCTRMH (�OHOHHblx aCTOT

ao TemnepaTypbj 80 K. npm 1 K cneKTpbl Heynpyror'O HeKOrepeHTHorD paccesnimi HefiTpo-
HOB nposan=T eTbipe aMWIHbie moAm so36y)KAeHHx aMOHMEase pe3OHaHCHbie - HH;Ke

H AW nKWIH3OBaHHbie - Bbitue 3HePFMH o6pe3aHHx Ae6ax MOreHmOB MM BbicoKowep-
reTHqeCKHC JIOKanH3OBaHHbie M11bi COTBeTCTBYW TaHCJISILLHOHHbIM H IH6pauHOHHbIM KOJ1e-

6aHHAM HHoa NH4 1H MORM THnH4Hb1 ZU ynopgAoqeHHbIX 4)a3 moreHHAoB aMOHHA.

H3y4aeTca E1HAHHe KHueHTpaUHH aMOH1HJ1 Ha Y1OKaRH3OBaHHbi H pe3OHaHCHbie moAm
wiA cmewaimbix oneh K I , (NH4), L rapmoHH,4eCKHe Bo36yxAeHHA aMOHRA B rHnareTH-

meCKOR HHUorremnepaTYPHOR a(0a3e NH41 anpOKCRMHpywc nH 30, 95, 15 H 250 cm 1.
B peanbHOR HH3KoTemnepaTypHOR yriopAAoqeHHO!i y-(Oaw NH I Haftoaawcsi aMOHHeBbie

TpaHC.qAUHOHHbie Koae6aHH nH 140-160 cm I H H6paUHOHHbie Kone6aHH.9 nH 300 cm-

Pa6oTa BinOJIHeHa B 1a6opaTopm11 HeRTPOHHOR 4)H3HKH Hm. H. M. WpaHKa OHAH.

npenpmHT 06-bertNtteMoro HHcTmryTa uepHMX ccncaoBaHmA. JIy6Ha. 2002

Natkanie L Smirnov L. S., Shuvalov L. A. E14-2002-284
Ammonium Dynamics in the Disordered a-Phase
of K I - , (NH4 x ( = 0, Br. 1) A Neutron Scattering Study

The effect of temperature and concentration on the lattice parameters and ampli-
tude-weighted phonon density of states in mixed salts of ammonium-potassium halides is in-
vestigated by neutron powder diffraction and incoherent inelastic nutron scattering.
In the disordered a-phase NaCI type) ammonium ions exhibit a fast stochastic reorientation
at phonon frequency rates down to ca. 80 K. At 10 K. the incoherent inelastic neutron scat-
tering spectra display four distinct ammonium excitations: two (resonant) modes below
and two (localized) above the Debyc cut--off energy of potassium halides. High-frequency lo-
calizcd modes correspond to translational and librational vibrations of NH4 ions. These
modes are typical for the ordered phases of ammonium halides. The effect of ammonium
concentration on localized and resonant modes is studied for the K I-, (NH4W Mixed salts-

The harmonic excitations of ammonium in a hypothetical low-temperature a-phase of NH I

are approximated to ca. 30, 95, 155 and 250 cm-'. In a real low-temperature ordcred y-phase
of NH4 1 translational ammonium vibrations are observed at ca. 140-160 cm- I and libra-
tional vibrations at ca. 300 cm- 1.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,
JINR.
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